Version 1.1

What follows is an implementation of a
Markov chaining algorithm used within a
simple web form to determine the value of
human or robot generated input.

Why bother?

What good can come of it?

(the objectives)

* A form that would not require CAPTCHA but would be just
as effective at detecting spam or low-value messages
* A form that has no required fields. This would
encourage users, rather than frustrating them with pop-up
refusals in the shape of embarrassing error messages.
* A way to score the value of submitted information so
responses could be sorted in a logical order of priority
and to accurately estimate the veracity of the author.
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Most
Messages
Have Near
ZERO Value

Consider this incoming message from a “Contact Us” form

How do you know if
this is something
you should act
upon or ignore?

Online copy
scoring systems
exist in
abundance

These are useful metrics, but they do nothing to move in
the direction of the stated objectives
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These types of metrics
are easy to calculate
but they're all fluff.
Who wants that?

Knowing word or char count provides
little in determining if this is a real
message.

These metrics would be just
as useless in trying to
determine the value any
incoming message/request

Here is another incoming message

(this was a real message received from a web form from a small fishing group in Battle Creek MI.
Apologies if you are offended by the naughty language, but this stuff really does happen)
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The Informer Prototype

This is just some regular
form, the kind you have
seen 1000 times but with
this method, there is no
need for goofy
CAPTCHA

This technology can easily be added to any
form. This one is one used by Royal Wood
Floors to recruit new employees. TRY IT
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The input is
scored by points
based on value
of the item. e.g.,
A person with 3
yrs of experience
scores higher
than someone
with 1 year.

This is the tricky
part. Forms with
text boxes that can
accept 1000s of
characters are
scored using a
pattern matching
algorithm that allows
their writing style to
be ranked based on
“Grade-A” literary
works

27%
Same gibberish garbage is
detected for what it's worth.
Crappy messages can routed
accordingly. In this case to the
email dumpster.

0%

0%

Overall score: 9%
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Real copy that was composed
as a business correspondence

100%

The Informer calculates how close a person's
writing style matches a known “good” baseline.
We used five well established literary works,
building the “style matrix” from a sample
document containing 6.6 million characters.

94%

92%

Is correctly
identified as
something
of value

Overall score: 96%
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This is a partial view of the data
that is captured from the form
that was back a few pages ago.

Mapping the Form to the Data
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Anything in a red box is data that
did not result from user input
For our color blind readers, look for the frowny faces

FORM 101:

When the SEND button of
any form is pressed, something is
supposed to happen. In this case, the data
from each field is evaluated, scored, then
saved to a database. From there, you can
do whatever the heck you want with it.

Yes, More Data Mapping
There are two IP
addresses so you can
detect the use of a
proxy. If they don't
match, their form
score gets dinged.
Why you be spoofin
man?

These two reveal that
the form was
requested at 11:00:20
and that the SEND
button was clicked 1
hour and 19 minutes
later. That would be a
solid clue that a
human generated this
data.

*

*

This field was added so hiring manager
could record some useful stuff

* This commentary is unrelated to the Markov chaining algorithm stuff. I'm including this in case you might be learning from this.
Any decent form should always have this type of data included, even if you don't know what to do with it.
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What a style matrix looks like … essentially a numeric
representation of five English literature samples
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Works on which the style matrix was based

Title : The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Author: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Title : History of the United States
Author:CHARLES A. BEARD AND MARY R. BEARD
Title : Manual of Surgery/General Surgery. Sixth Edition.
Author: Alexis Thomson and Alexander Miles
Title :War and Peace,
Author:Leo Tolstoy
Title :Information about Project Gutenberg
Contractual language
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References (and where I gathered some ideas)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_Markov_model
Thanks to Oliver Lillie and Rob Renaud for a Python implementation
$Id: Whitechars.php 1938 2011-06-09 13:25:22Z buggedcom $ $Rev: 1938 $
The Bonsai Story Tree Generator takes coherent text and turns it into... well, I'm not sure what. It's not
GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) -- it's more like QIGO (Quality In, Garbage Out). Only, the garbage
often makes a sort of strange, surreal sense... Judge for yourself. :-)

http://www.critters.org/bonsai/
Dissociated press is a parody generator (a computer program that generates nonsensical text). The
generated text is based on another text. It is intended for transforming any text into potentially
humorous material. The name is a play on "Associated Press".

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissociated_press
SCIgen is a computer program that uses context-free grammar to randomly generate nonsense in the form
of computer science research papers. All elements of the papers are formed, including graphs, diagrams,
and citations. Created by scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, its stated aim is "to
maximize amusement, rather than coherence."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCIgen
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